Optical recording of signal-mediated protein transport through single nuclear pore complexes
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Optical single-transporter recording, a recently established fluorescence microscopic method, was used to study the selective transport of proteins through single nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) of *Xenopus* oocytes. Recombinant proteins containing either a nuclear localization signal (import protein) or a nuclear export signal (export protein) were generated as transport substrates. To approximate in vivo conditions as closely as possible, a *Xenopus* egg extract was applied to the cytosolic side and a *Xenopus* oocyte nuclear extract to the nuclear side of the NPCs. It was found that protein transport through functionally isolated, “patched” NPCs depended on signal sequences, extracts, and metabolic energy, as in vivo. All NPCs were competent for both import and export. The transport direction was strictly determined by the transport signal, and at none of the conditions explored was the import protein exported or the export protein imported, even when the application sides of the extracts were reversed. The mean transport rates of the single NPC were ~2 dimers/s for the import protein and ~4 dimers/s for the export protein (~15 μM substrate concentration, 22–24°C), in good agreement with in vivo rates estimated for mammalian cells by microinjection experiments. The study shows that optical single-transporter recording permits the analysis of membrane transport processes not previously accessible to single-transporter recording and thus provides additional possibilities for the elucidation of nucleocytoplasmic transport mechanisms.

Single-channel recording (1, 2) has been proven fundamental for the elucidation of membrane transport mechanisms. However, the only method available until recently measures a flow of charged transport substrates. Also, the sensitivity of the electrical patch clamp method requires a flow of charged transport substrates. Also, the sensitivity of the electrochemical potential relative to membrane patch and therefore is restricted to electrically charged transport substrates. To approximate in vivo conditions as closely as possible, a *Xenopus* egg extract was applied to the cytosolic side and a *Xenopus* oocyte nuclear extract to the nuclear side of the NPCs. It was found that protein transport through functionally isolated, “patched” NPCs depended on signal sequences, extracts, and metabolic energy, as in vivo. All NPCs were competent for both import and export. The transport direction was strictly determined by the transport signal, and at none of the conditions explored was the import protein exported or the export protein imported, even when the application sides of the extracts were reversed. The mean transport rates of the single NPC were ~2 dimers/s for the import protein and ~4 dimers/s for the export protein (~15 μM substrate concentration, 22–24°C), in good agreement with in vivo rates estimated for mammalian cells by microinjection experiments. The study shows that optical single-transporter recording permits the analysis of membrane transport processes not previously accessible to single-transporter recording and thus provides additional possibilities for the elucidation of nucleocytoplasmic transport mechanisms.
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Fig. 1. Optical recording of signal-mediated protein transport through single NPCs. (A) The principle. The nuclear envelope of Xenopus oocytes is firmly attached to isoporous filters. Filter pores are sealed by mineral oil. Transport into or out of individual filter pores is measured by confocal laser scanning microscopy. (B) The transport substrates. The recombinant green fluorescent proteins IP, EP, and CP contained either a nuclear localization signal (NLS), nuclear export signal (NES), or no localization signal. (C) Import of IP. Filter pores were filled with a solution containing IP (green fluorescence), TRD70 (red fluorescence), and egg extract while a nuclear extract was applied to the unclear side. Upon addition of ATP (0 min) IP was transported out of the filter pores via the NPCs. Simultaneously, the constant TRD70 fluorescence indicated the tightness of sealing and the integrity of the NPCs. (D) Export no EP. EP was added to nuclear side and IP was omitted on the cytoplasmic side, otherwise analogous to C.
polymerase-based system (32) and purified by nickel affinity chromatography and gel filtration. By gel chromatography on Sephacryl HR S-200 (Amersham Pharmacia) it was found that the proteins occurred as dimers as expected for glutathione S-transferase proteins. Therefore all concentrations and rates given in this article assume that the recombinant proteins are transported as dimers.

OSTR. OSTR (5) and its extension to the NPC (6) were as described. The relative fluorescence of the substrates in the filter pores was converted to absolute concentration by calibration curves. These were generated by immersing filter pieces with solution C to which known concentrations of IP, EP, or CP had been added. After sealing by oil the filter pores were imaged and their fluorescence was determined at exactly the same conditions used in transport measurements. A linear relationship between the fluorescence of the filter pores and the concentration of transport substrates was observed.

Microinjection Studies. Microinjection of NIH 3T3 cells was as described (33).

Results and Discussion

Protein Transport Through Single NPCs Can Be Recorded by OSTR. The method for recording protein transport through single NPCs is indicated in Fig. 1A. The nuclear envelope of Xenopus oocytes containing a dense array of NPCs (~50 NPCs/μm²) was firmly attached to 10-μm thick membrane filters containing a homogeneous population of cylindrical pores. Using a filter type with very small pores (0.18 μm diameter) the membrane patches spanning filter pores contained 1.25 NPCs on average and the fractions of membrane patches containing no, one, two, or three NPCs amounted to ~5%, 70%, 20%, and 3%, respectively (6). One of the recombinant proteins, IP (dimers of 130 kDa), EP (127 kDa), and CP (122 kDa), shown schematically in Fig. 1B, was added at a final concentration of 15 μM to solution C in import experiments and to solution N in export experiments. After starting transport by addition of ARS to solution N the disappearance (import) or appearance (export) of the transport substrate in the filter pores was recorded by confocal sections. In the present study solution C and N contained an extract of Xenopus eggs or Xenopus oocyte nuclei, as specified. Solution C also always contained 30 μM TRD70 to control for the integrity of the NPC and the tightness of sealing between nuclear envelope and filter.

A recording of the import of IP is shown in Fig. 1C. Solution N was made up of IP, egg extract, and TRD70, and solution N consisted of nuclear extract. Through use of the green fluorescence emission of IP, its relative concentration in the filter pores was monitored by confocal sections (Fig. 1C, Left). Simultaneously the relative concentration of the TRD70 was monitored by its red emission (Fig. 1C, Right). After addition of ARS at zero time the concentration of the dextran remained constant (Fig. 1C, Right), indicating that NPCs were intact and the seal was tight. In contrast, the concentration of IP in the filter pores decreased with time (Fig. 1C, Left), indicating that IP was transported through the NPCs in the membrane patches spanning the filter pores. The export of EP is illustrated in Fig. 1D. Here, solution C consisted of egg extract and TRD70, and solution N consisted of nuclear extract and EP. After addition of ARS the concentration of TRD70 remained constant (Fig. 1D, Right) while EP at first appeared in the filter pores and then continuously increased in concentration with time (Fig. 1D, Left).

Protein Transport Through Functionally Isolated, “Patched” NPCs Depends on Signal Sequences, Cofactors, and Metabolic Energy as in Vivo. In confocal scans as shown in Fig. 1C and D the fluorescence intensity of each filter pore was determined individually as a function of time after ARS addition. Averages of the time-dependent fluorescence of large numbers of filter pores are displayed in Fig. 2 A–C. Fig. 2A shows that import of IP had a half-time of ~10 min (22–25°C) and was observed only in the presence of extracts and ARS, whereas the replacement of extracts by plain buffer, the depletion of extracts from ATP by addition of apyrase, or the addition of the lectin wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) to extracts supplemented with ARS inhibited import completely. The analogous set of experiments for the export of EP is shown in Fig. 2B. The half-time of EP export was ~5 min (22–25°C). Export of EP also required extracts, and ARS and was completely inhibited by ATP depletion or WGA addition. CP was neither imported nor exported (Fig. 2C). It is well established that signal-mediated protein transport in vivo depends on metabolic energy and can be blocked by ATP depletion or temperature reduction (35, 36). The same is true for signal-mediated protein import into reconstituted nuclei (37) and digitonin-permeabilized cells (17) when extracts are used for providing transport factors. Recently, the energy requirement of protein translocation through the NPC has been determined by using isolated recombinant transport factors instead of extracts (38, 39). It was observed that at least a single translocation of a karyopherin loaded with substrate and the appropriate Ran-trinucleotide complex through the NPC was possible without trinucleotide hydrolysis. At the conditions used in the present
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Fig. 2. Import of IP and export of EP depend on signal sequences, extracts providing soluble transport cofactors, and metabolic energy, and can be inhibited by WGA. (A) From confocal scans as shown in Fig. 1C the time-dependent fluorescence of many filter pores was derived and averaged. Omission of extracts, addition of the ATPase apyrase, or the lectin WGA inhibits transport. (B) Analogous experiments pertaining to the export of EP. (C) CP, containing no localization signal, is neither imported nor exported.
study transport had an absolute requirement for trinucleotides. However, whether trinucleotide hydrolysis also was required has yet to be determined.

All NPCs Are Competent for Both Protein Import and Export. From Fig. 1 C and D the conclusion can be drawn that virtually all NPCs are competent for importing IP and exporting EP. Upon starting transport by addition of ARS IP was imported from ~95% of the filter pores (100% of which could be visualized by means of TRD70 fluorescence). Similarly, EP was exported into ~95% of filter pores. This was a highly reproducible finding. Previous OSTR measurements (6) showed that ~95% of the membrane patches spanning filter pores contain at least one NPC. Thus, every patch containing at least one NPC was able to import IP or export EP.

Translocation Through the NPC Is Irreversible, Its Direction Is Determined by Signal Sequences and Its Rate by Soluble Transport Factors. In the experiments described so far the egg extract was applied to the cytoplasmic side and the nuclear extract to the nuclear side of the nuclear envelope. To study which parameters determine the directionality of transport we systematically varied the sides to which transport substrates and extracts were applied, yielding 16 different conditions (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 reveals that at no condition IP was exported (Fig. 3 B, F, J, and N) nor EP imported (Fig. 3 C, G, K, and O), implying that the signal sequence strictly determined the transport direction and that translocation was irreversible, at least on the time scale investigated. The transport rates were highest when both transport substrates and extracts were applied to the “correct” sides, i.e., IP and egg extract to the cytoplasmic side, EP and nuclear extract to the nuclear side (Fig. 3 E and H). When the extracts were applied to the “wrong” sides import of IP was completely abolished (Fig. 3 I) whereas export of EP was reduced to a low rate (Fig. 3 L). The same was true when nuclear extract was applied to both sides (Fig. 3 M and P). When egg extract was applied to both sides (Fig. 3 A and D) both import of IP and export of EP proceeded at reduced rates. The data suggest that all three components involved in the transport process, i.e., the signal sequences, extracts, and NPC, cooperate to uniquely determine the transport direction, to make translocation irreversible, and to optimize the transport rate. However, the signal sequence has priority because it strictly determines the transport direction while soluble factors in the media bathing the nuclear envelope optimize the transport rate. At certain conditions deviating from normal (Fig. 3 A, D, and L) the blocking of transport was not complete. This, however, may be simply attributed to the fact that the egg extract, made from laid and activated eggs (29), was not a purely cytosolic preparation but contained nuclear contents.

The Mean Rate of Protein Translocation Amounts to ~2 Dimers/s per NPC for the Import Protein and to ~4 Dimers/s per NPC for the Export Protein, in Agreement with Estimates for Living Cells. Confocal scans as shown in Fig. 1 C and D were used to determine the fluorescence intensity of individual filter pores as a function of time after ARS addition (Fig. 4 A and B). By means of calibration curves (see Materials and Methods) fluorescence (Fig. 4 A and B, left ordinate) was converted into concentration (Fig. 4 A and B, right ordinate). After conversion the experimental data were
fitted, as first approximation, by a simple exponential (lines in Fig. 4A and B), and taking the volume of the filter pores (0.25 fl) into account, the fit was used to determine the initial transport rate in terms of dimers/s. Populations of initial transport rates pertaining to given experimental conditions were plotted as frequency diagrams (Fig. 4C-F). Herein the frequency at which a given initial rate occurs within a population is plotted versus the initial rate. Raw data pertaining to the import of IP and the export EP are shown in Fig. 4C and D, respectively, while corresponding smoothed data are given in Fig. 4D and F. In the frequency diagrams a number of equidistantly spaced peaks can be recognized. These represent subpopulations of membrane patches with 1, 2, 3,... transporters (5, 7, 40). The decomposition into subpopulations by Gaussians (lines) is shown in Fig. 4E and F. From these Gaussians the mean rate of the single NPC for IP import and EP export are determined to be 1.75 dimers/s and 4.25 dimers/s, respectively.

To compare the transport rates of the patched NPC with its rates in vivo, IP, EP, or CP were injected together with TRD70 into the cytoplasm or nucleus of 3T3 cells (data not shown). The time development of the intracellular fluorescence was assessed by confocal scans. IP was found to be only imported and EP to be only exported. From the scans the mean nuclear fluorescence was determined. As in OSTR measurements fluorescence was converted into concentration by means of calibration curves (not shown), although in this case the conversion can be considered as rough approximation only. From the time dependence of intranuclear concentration the initial transport rates were determined for each injected cell individually. Taking the mean nuclear volume of 3T3 cells as 420 fl and the mean number of NPCs per nucleus as 3,300 (34), the import and export rates were estimated in terms of transported dimers/s per NPC and plotted as a function of concentration. Interestingly, the rates of both import and export depended linearly on concentration without indication of saturation. Thus, the rate of IP import increased from 0.0 to 1.0 dimer/s per NPC and for EP export from 0.0 to 5.0 dimers/s per NPC for a substrate concentration range of 0 to 10 μM. Extrapolated to the concentrations used in OSTR measurements (15 μM) the in vivo rates for IP import and EP export amounted to 1.6 and 7.6 dimers/s per NPC, respectively, resembling protein transport rates of the patched NPC.

Franke (41) suggested in 1970 that the “nuclear pore flow rate” is a parameter characteristic of the functional state of the pore complex. He and many others (most recently in ref. 27)
arrived at rates of ~1–2 ribosomal protein molecules/s per NPC or 0.05 ribosomal subunits/s per NPC. Goldfarb et al. (42) studied the import of nuclear localization signal-conjugated BSA into nuclei of Xenopus oocytes by microinjection and reported a maximal rate of 3.5 molecules/s per NPC. From the data of Fischer et al. (16) for the export of a nuclear export signal-BSA conjugate from microinjected Xenopus oocyte nuclei an export rate of 0.2 molecules/s per NPC can be derived. Thus the rate of ~2 molecules/s per NPC for the import of IP and 4 molecules/s per NPC for the export of EP as determined in this study are at the upper limit of previous estimates and also agree very well with our own semiquantitative determination pertaining to living 3T3 cells. Although the transport rates determined by us hold for only specific conditions they shed some light on the efficiency of the NPC. Ion channels can accommodate large transport rates such as 106 ions/s per channel, but active transport by ion pumps in which a high specificity is achieved by tight binding of the substrate to the transporter and in which transport against electrochemical gradients is achieved by input of metabolic energy proceeds at much smaller rates. For instance, both the sodium-potassium pump and the calcium pump operate at approximately 100 cycles/s. Taking into consideration that protein transport through the NPC involves substrates very much larger than inorganic ions and is highly specific and strictly directional the rates determined in this study appear to be large. Apparently, transport through the NPC is an optimized, fast, and accurate process, consistent with the important role the NPC assumes in cell regulation.

Concluding Remarks

Many membrane transport processes cannot be analyzed by the electrical patch clamp method, for instance because the rate is too small, the electrical background noise too large, or the transporter density too high. The present study shows that such transport processes can be analyzed by OSTR provided the transport substrate is fluorescent or can be monitored by means of a fluorescent indicator and the patching method is applicable. Independently of the single-transporter analysis OSTR has another property particularly relevant for nucleocytoplasmic transport: the media bathing the NPC on its cytoplasmic and nuclear sides can be freely determined. This feature provides access to the analysis of import and export and the determinants of directionality. The present study yielded a basis for the analysis of nucleocytoplasmic transport by OSTR. It will be highly instructive to use now defined mixtures of recombinant transport factors instead of cell extracts.
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